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CASE REPORT
Aesthetic and functional ocular rehabilitation
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Summary The ocular losses are embarrassing to the bearer because they commit
the face which has the essential organs for the human relationship. The present
study shows the multidiscipline interaction in the treatment of a child who lost
his left eye victim of a fire gun and needed an ocular plastic surgery for a correct
prosthesis insertion. The ocular prosthesis fills in the ocular cavity simulating the
facial growth and restoring its symmetry. Therefore, there are aesthetics, anatomic
and physiological improvement on the child’s face that allows her to be reinstated in
society without being discriminated for her differences.
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Introduction

The orbital defects are embarrassing to the bearer
because they commit the face which has the essen-
tial organs for the human relationship. Orbital
defects may be associated with congenital defor-
mities, tumors, or acquired traumatic lesions and
may affect the soft tissues within the orbital cavity
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or may include the surrounding muscles and
bones.1

Trauma can be considered as the most important
cause of unilateral loss of vision in developing
countries. American studies shows that trauma is
the most common cause of unilateral loss of vision
and responsible for 7% of bilateral loss in people
aged 20–64 years.2,3

In study of de Gottrau et al.4 the clinicopatho-
logical data of 1146 enucleated eyes obtained from
1146 patients (485 females and 661 males; mean
age 57.4 (SD 21.6) years) between 1980 and 1990
were reviewed. The most common underlying dis-
eases included trauma (37.4%) and the most fre-
quent indications for enucleation were recent
ved.
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Figure 1 A 12-year-old boy who lost his left eye victim
of a fire gun.

Figure 2 Patients photograph showing the bilateral eye
before accident.
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trauma (enucleation was performed within the first
month after trauma) (11.2%).

After that, Marshall et al.5 studied the propor-
tion of enucleation procedures attributable to inju-
ries from air guns in people aged 18 years or less.
Eighty-five patients were identified as having
undergone enucleation. Trauma accounted for 51
cases (60%), of which 13 (25%) were caused by air
guns, the largest single cause of enucleation sec-
ondary to trauma. All air gun injuries were in boys
(median age 14 years, range 9–16 years). Of the 13
eyes with air gun injuries 7 had ocular perforation
and 6 had ocular penetration. In all cases the intra-
ocular structures were severely disrupted.

In 2003, Kitzmann et al.6 shows that among 523
enucleated globes (81.0%), 59 (11.3%) are due to
recent trauma.

Ocular trauma and corneal ulceration are signif-
icant causes of corneal blindness that are often
underreported but may be responsible for 1.5–
2.0 million new cases of monocular blindness every
year.7

Enucleation or evisceration causes constriction
of the tissues around the cavity. In some cases, a
deformity caused by trauma need an ocular plastic
surgery permitting a correct prosthesis insertion.
However, the fabrication of a definitive ocular
prosthesis should begin as soon as the socket has
healed to avoid the deformity of this area.8 There-
fore, the patient quality of life will be improved,
and consequently his self-esteem will be incre-
ased.

The purpose of this article is to show the multi-
discipline interaction in the treatment of a child
who lost his left eye victim of a fire gun and needed
an ocular plastic surgery for a correct prosthesis
insertion.
Figure 3 Provisional prosthesis inserted into the eye
socket to maintain the volume of the anophtalmic socket
during plastic surgery.
Clinical report

A 12-year-old boy lost his left eye victim of a fire
gun (Fig. 1). The projectile dilacerated his upper
eyelid tissue and an ocular plastic surgery was
planned to facilitate the correct prosthesis inser-
tion and to improve the aesthetic.

At the moment of the plastic surgery planning a
photograph showing the bilateral eye was asked for
the patient’s parent to facilitate the manufactur-
ing of the prosthesis and the reconstruction of
the upper eyelid tissue (Fig. 2). During the plastic
surgery planning a multidiscipline interaction is
very important to the treatment success.

The plastic surgery was done and a provisional
prosthesis was inserted into the eye socket to
maintain the volume of the anophtalmic socket
(Fig. 3).



Figure 4 Aesthetics is improved after placement of an
ocular prosthesis.
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A molding of the socket was taken with an irre-
versible hydrocolloid material for the manufacture
of a definitive ocular prosthesis after the socket
healing to avoid the deformity of this area.

Socked expansion, which uses prosthesis of pro-
gressively larger sizes over an extended period, will
be need. The patient was instructed to return in six
months to change the prosthesis for another one.
This procedure will be repeated until the correct
size of the socket is obtained. Aesthetics was im-
proved after placement of an ocular prosthesis
(Fig. 4).
Results

The ocular prosthesis fills in the ocular cavity sim-
ulating the facial growth and restoring its symme-
try. Therefore, there are aesthetics, anatomic
and physiological improvement on the child’s face
allowing her to be reinstated in society without
being discriminated for its difference.
Conclusion

Any kind of deformity, facial or not, can cause to
the patient psychological and emotional distur-
bance, and social annihilation. Rehabilitate
according to certain dictionaries is to recover the
credit, the self-esteem, or be well-thought-of by
society. To have it done, there is the need to give
the lost organ back, even though if it is in an allo-
plastic form. In addition to that, a multidiscipline
interaction is very important to the treatment
success.

With this prosthesis the patient will be able to
protect the area from infection and in a lot of cases
it will help him psychologically. At the same time,
the patient could be easier reinstated in society.
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